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Asian Language Collections in California Public Libraries: A Study With Recommendations [Patricia A. Tarin] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

In , the number reported per student was ten. To find a national comparison, it is necessary to look at the
average collection size. The School Libraries Count survey reports the average number of books as 13, During
the same time period, California Kâ€”12 schools report the average number of books as 13, According to the
sixth-annual Ebook Usage in U. In the average copyright date of a California school library nonfiction book
was or 23 years old. In , with new state funding, the average copyright date rose to where it remained through ,
and rose to in It is important to note the average copyright date is still 20 years old. The average copyright
date is measured in the nonfiction section and includes both print and digital books. Need for books The
Internet does not replace the need for books and often increases the demand for up-to-date library materials.
Library resources come in various formatsâ€”both print and electronicâ€”and are selected based on the best
format for the intended user and use. Electronic access to resources Over eighty-five percent of the school
libraries responding to the survey reported the use of an electronic catalog and automated circulation system.
Eighty three percent reported providing access to the Internet. Internet access increases with grade levels:
Library hours The average number of hours that a California school library is open to students is 25 hours per
week. Sixty-eight percent of school libraries reported being open during breaks, 67 percent during lunch, and
57 percent before school. Four percent of schools reported having the library available some evenings and
some weekends. Funding Since the demise of the School and Library Improvement Block Grant, the primary
source of library funding for 51 percent of California schools comes from fund-raising activities. Any funding
was determined at the school and district levels. The tax checkoff program from generated funds from
taxpayer donations and dispersed them on a competitive grant basis.
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2: California Library Services Act - California State Library
The California State Library, a California public research institution, serves the people of California in many ways.
Library Sections We have a number of sections that offer services to state government, public libraries, and the general
public.

In nearly every state, the most commonly spoken non-English language was Spanish. But when Spanish is
excluded as well as English, a much more diverse â€” and sometimes surprising â€” landscape of languages is
revealed, including Tagalog in California, Vietnamese in Oklahoma, and Portuguese in Massachusetts. Public
library collections often reflect the attributes and interests of the communities in which they are embedded. So
we might expect that public library collections in a given state will include relatively high quantities of
materials published in the languages most commonly spoken by residents of the state. WorldCat contains
bibliographic data on more than million titles held by thousands of libraries worldwide. By examining the
contents of each bucket, we can determine the most common language other than English found within the
collections of public libraries in each state: French is the most common non-English language in public library
collections in Massachusetts, Maine, Rhode Island, and Vermont, while German prevails in Ohio. Most
common language other than English and Spanish found in public library collections, by state Excluding both
English- and Spanish-language materials reveals a more diverse distribution of languages across the states.
But only a bit more diverse: French now predominates, representing the most common language other than
English and Spanish in public library collections in 32 of the 50 states. In some states, the most common
non-English, non-Spanish spoken language does match the most common non-English, non-Spanish language
in public library collections â€” for example, Polish in Illinois; Chinese in New York, and German in
Wisconsin. But only about a quarter of the states 12 match in this way; the majority do not. Why is this so?
Perhaps materials published in certain languages have low availability in the US, are costly to acquire, or both.
Maybe other priorities drive collecting activity in non-English materials â€” for example, a need to collect
materials in languages that are commonly taught in primary, secondary, and post-secondary education, such as
French, Spanish, or German. Or perhaps a ranking of languages by simple counts of materials is not the right
metric. And indeed, for a handful of states, this metric works well: But Florida ranks first among all states in
the total number of French Creole-language materials held by public libraries. But here we run into another
problem: But surveying the languages appearing in Map 2 that is, those that are the most commonly spoken
language other than English and Spanish in at least one state , it turns out that California also ranks first in
total public library holdings for Arabic, Chinese, Dakota, French, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, and
Vietnamese. We would expect that states with a significant population speaking the language in question
would have a state-wide ranking for that language that exceeds the national average. For example, Vietnamese
is the most commonly spoken language in Texas other than English and Spanish. As we noted above,
California has the most Vietnamese-language materials in its public library collections, but Vietnamese ranks
only eighth in that state. Map 3 shows the comparison of the state-wide ranking with the national average for
the most commonly spoken language other than English and Spanish in each state: Comparison of state-wide
ranking with national average for most commonly spoken language other than English and Spanish Now it
appears we have stronger evidence that public libraries tend to collect heavily in languages commonly spoken
by state residents. In thirty-eight states colored green , the state-wide ranking of the most commonly spoken
language other than English and Spanish in public library collections exceeds â€” often substantially â€” the
average ranking for that language across all states. However, this ranking is well above the national average
for Yupik nd. In other words, Yupik is considerably more prominent in the materials held by Alaskan public
libraries than in the nation at large â€” in the same way that Yupik is relatively more common as a spoken
language in Alaska than elsewhere. As Map 3 shows, six states colored orange exhibit a ranking equal to the
national average; in all of these cases the language in question is French or German, languages that tend to be
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highly collected everywhere the average ranking for French is four, and for German, five. Five states colored
red exhibit a ranking that is below the national average; in four of the five cases, the state ranking is only one
notch below the national average. It also highlights the important service public libraries provide in facilitating
information access to community members who may not speak or read English fluently. Visit your local
public library â€¦ you may find some unexpected languages on the shelf. Data used in this analysis represent
public library collections as they are cataloged in WorldCat. Data is current as of July
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3: Japanese e-resources | Stanford Libraries
Some non-English language materials in public library collections - perhaps the French Creole-language materials in
Florida's public libraries, or the Yupik-language materials in Alaska's public libraries - could be rare and potentially
valuable items that are not readily available in other parts of the country.

Then look no further than our list of the top 50 Amazing College Libraries. We examined and evaluated
hundreds of libraries from around the country and after careful consideration, have come up with our list of the
50 best. These libraries offer amazing on-campus experiences, provide stunning and rare book collections as
well as offer fantastic campus views. Did your campus gem make our list? You can see the complete list
below: New Haven Connecticut Opened: Back in , the college was remodeled. This library is used not only by
students and faculty from Yale, but also scholars from all over for research because of their extensive
collection of rare books and literature that is available. They have room for over , books, of which , located in
the tower and , is in the underground stacks of books. It is a 19th-century research library of the University,
which is located at the Peabody Campus at Mount Vernon Place. It was completed being built in , after being
designed by Edmund G. Lind, who worked with Provost of Peabody, Nathaniel H. The Peabody Library is
known as one of the most beautiful libraries, which features their atrium. It has a black and white marble floor
and a latticed skylight that is sixty-one feet above the floor. It has cast Iron balconies and gold scalloped
columns. The library is open to the public, including the specialty collections of , books. These collections
consist of the following: Hyde Park, Chicago, Illinois Opened: The facility opened in and highlights feature
the Grand Reading Room. The dome shaped room allows students to study under a gorgeous dome, featuring
plenty of natural light. The library houses around three and a half million books. Uris Library â€” Cornell
University Location: Ithaca, New York Opened: The attached bell tower is a symbol of Cornell University,
which is dedicated to research and learning. A few highlights of the library include 8 Million print books, 71,
cubic feet of various manuscripts as well as over 1 million ebooks. New York, New York Opened: The library
has 3. There is over 6, online visitors a day visiting Bobst Library. Dodd Research Center was built in and
holds many collections. One of the most famous Includes Rare Books Collection. Firestone Library â€”
Princeton University Location: Princeton, New Jersey Opened: The library extends beyond the footprint of the
main building. It has four smaller floors above the ground, of which only staff and faculty can access the
second and fourth floors. The gorgeous English Georgian architecture, of this library, wows onlookers. The
book collection has become so significant that the library has had to store many that were related to academic
subjects in other libraries and areas located on the campus. It is not only a library but also a testing site. It has
thirteen seismometers that are pocket size and has a shaker roof that sends vibrations through the building that
allows the scientist to check the frequency of seismic waves when something shakes Southern California.
Suzzallo Library â€” University of Washington Location: It houses a Rare Collection also that includes a book
that was printed before La Jolla, California Opened: San Diego opened in and had a unique a playful
architectural design, and considered to be a prime example of brutalist architecture. Seuss Collection contains
more than just the books; it also includes original drawings, sketches, proofs, notebooks, manuscript drafts,
audiotapes, videotapes, photographs, and other memorabilia. This collection has over 8, items from Dr. It is
privately endowed and run by the Trustees of Amherst College. It also has many paintings and sculptures,
which are connected to Shakespeare, but not all. It holds more that 2. Raleigh, North Carolina Opened: An
example of this is its large robotic book storage and retrieval system. Known for the BookBot that is a robotic
system that involves the book storage and retrieval system used at the library and the robots that are fifty foot
tall moves between the rows of book bins. The BookBot can barcode, sort, and store books in the 18,
containers, among doing other things. Visitors can watch the BookBot from the first floor through a glass wall,
which is called Robot Alley. This university library also has collections in engineering, textiles, and hard
sciences. This university that is nationally known for its association in the case of George McLaurin where the
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case went to court about racial desegregation and being denied admission to the University of Oklahoma for
law. The library was specifically created to house the University Archaeological Collection. It was designed
by Frank Furness, who lived in Philadelphia. It has part fortress and part Cathedral; it is a red sandstone, brick
and terra-cotta Venetian Gothic giant. Their collection is extremely active in the 18th and 19th-century
Anglo-American monographs and the law-related government. Candler Library â€” Emory University
Location: At that time, it was separate building of the University and quickly became the center of the
academic community, becoming the focus point. Located in the area know as the Quadrangle, at the center of
the university. Remodeling the library became part of The LEED program, which was established by the
United States Green Building in the cause of environmentally friendly technologies combined with building
design. Library â€” Brown University Location: Providence, Rhode Island Opened: Library was erected
between â€” The library opened upon completion in and were the primary teaching and research library for
humanities, social sciences, and fine arts at the University. The library was named after John D. There have
been three renovations in the years of , , and , which added two rooms and a lab. River Forest, Illinois Opened:
The Crown Library also offers access to the I-Share Collection, which consists of almost 13, titles. It also has
over , more types of materials in various formats, roomy reading areas, and a fully equipped learning resource
center. Rochester, New York Opened: Named after Benjamin Rush Rhees, construction on the library took
three years to complete with a major addition being completed in The new addition consists of adding the
main computer lab, additional stacks, and office space. It also has some cozy reading areas. The college has
51, volumes and has quite a few Artwork Exhibits from students throughout the year. The receiving area
inside the Harold B. Lee Library is constructed entirely of glass. It has around ninety-eight miles of shelving
for more than 6 million items, which contains various collections. The library can seat 4, people and has over
10, patrons entering it every day. San Francisco, California Opened: Named in memory of Reverend Richard
A. Gleeson, in recognition for his twenty-five years of dedicated service to the University and citizens of San
Francisco at the St. Ignatius Church, spiritual counselor, and friend to the poor. Atrium opened in September ,
which Dr. Geschke, a University of San Francisco trustee, and his wife, took the role of leadership in the
funding of the center. Monihan was a beloved member of the Jesuit Community, who dedicated his life to
enhancing the services at the library. Hanover, New Hampshire Opened: The library was constructed in and
was originally named Fisher Ames Baker. It was designed by architect Robert Venturi and was opened in but
not finished until The original library held over , volumes and now the combined libraries hold over 2 million
volumes. Los Angeles, California Opened: Created as a memorial to Edward L. It is still one of the
universities most famous and traditional academic buildings on campus. It contains multiple collections
including and an Asian Library that has reference and current periodicals in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean
languages. The facility opened in and is based on elements derived from Native American basket weaving. AC
Martin and Partners designed the library, which contains 1. It has the largest installation of compact shelving,
on one floor, in the United States, which amounts to over twenty miles. It also is considered to have the largest
Collection of Stained Glass on a college campus.
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4: collection development Â» Public Libraries Online
California public libraries engaged in cooperative efforts with neighboring libraries are supported through the
Communications and Delivery Program of the California Library Services Act (CLSA), specifically designed to assist and
encourage such cooperation.

Slate recently published a series of maps illustrating the languages other than English spoken in each of the
fifty US states. In nearly every state, the most commonly spoken non-English language was Spanish. But
when Spanish is excluded as well as English, a much more diverse â€” and sometimes surprising â€”
landscape of languages is revealed, including Tagalog in California, Vietnamese in Oklahoma, and Portuguese
in Massachusetts. Public library collections often reflect the attributes and interests of the communities in
which they are embedded. So we might expect that public library collections in a given state will include
relatively high quantities of materials published in the languages most commonly spoken by residents of the
state. WorldCat contains bibliographic data on more than million titles held by thousands of libraries
worldwide. By examining the contents of each bucket, we can determine the most common language other
than English found within the collections of public libraries in each state: Most common language other than
English found in public library collections, by state As with the Slate findings regarding spoken languages, we
find that in nearly every state, the most common non-English language in public library collections is Spanish.
French is the most common non-English language in public library collections in Massachusetts, Maine,
Rhode Island, and Vermont, while German prevails in Ohio. Most common language other than English and
Spanish found in public library collections, by state Excluding both English- and Spanish-language materials
reveals a more diverse distribution of languages across the states. But only a bit more diverse: French now
predominates, representing the most common language other than English and Spanish in public library
collections in 32 of the 50 states. In some states, the most common non-English, non-Spanish spoken language
does match the most common non-English, non-Spanish language in public library collections â€” for
example, Polish in Illinois; Chinese in New York, and German in Wisconsin. But only about a quarter of the
states 12 match in this way; the majority do not. Why is this so? Perhaps materials published in certain
languages have low availability in the US, are costly to acquire, or both. Maybe other priorities drive
collecting activity in non-English materials â€” for example, a need to collect materials in languages that are
commonly taught in primary, secondary, and post-secondary education, such as French, Spanish, or German.
Or perhaps a ranking of languages by simple counts of materials is not the right metric. And indeed, for a
handful of states, this metric works well: But Florida ranks first among all states in the total number of French
Creole-language materials held by public libraries. But here we run into another problem: But surveying the
languages appearing in Map 2 that is, those that are the most commonly spoken language other than English
and Spanish in at least one state , it turns out that California also ranks first in total public library holdings for
Arabic, Chinese, Dakota, French, Italian, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, and Vietnamese. We would expect that
states with a significant population speaking the language in question would have a state-wide ranking for that
language that exceeds the national average. For example, Vietnamese is the most commonly spoken language
in Texas other than English and Spanish. As we noted above, California has the most Vietnamese-language
materials in its public library collections, but Vietnamese ranks only eighth in that state. Map 3 shows the
comparison of the state-wide ranking with the national average for the most commonly spoken language other
than English and Spanish in each state: Comparison of state-wide ranking with national average for most
commonly spoken language other than English and Spanish Now it appears we have stronger evidence that
public libraries tend to collect heavily in languages commonly spoken by state residents. In thirty-eight states
colored green , the state-wide ranking of the most commonly spoken language other than English and Spanish
in public library collections exceeds â€” often substantially â€” the average ranking for that language across
all states. However, this ranking is well above the national average for Yupik nd. In other words, Yupik is
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considerably more prominent in the materials held by Alaskan public libraries than in the nation at large â€” in
the same way that Yupik is relatively more common as a spoken language in Alaska than elsewhere. As Map 3
shows, six states colored orange exhibit a ranking equal to the national average; in all of these cases the
language in question is French or German, languages that tend to be highly collected everywhere the average
ranking for French is four, and for German, five. Five states colored red exhibit a ranking that is below the
national average; in four of the five cases, the state ranking is only one notch below the national average. It
also highlights the important service public libraries provide in facilitating information access to community
members who may not speak or read English fluently. Visit your local public library â€¦ you may find some
unexpected languages on the shelf. Data used in this analysis represent public library collections as they are
cataloged in WorldCat. Data is current as of July He has worked on projects in many areas, such as digital
preservation, cooperative print management, and data-mining of bibliographic resources. He was a co-founder
of the working group that developed the PREMIS Data Dictionary for preservation metadata, and served as
co-chair of a US National Science Foundation blue-ribbon task force on economically sustainable digital
preservation.
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5: Statistics About California School Libraries - School Libraries (CA Dept of Education)
Up to 90% off Textbooks at Amazon Canada. Plus, free two-day shipping for six months when you sign up for Amazon
Prime for Students.

The state board determines policy for and authorizes allocation of funds from programs of the California
Library Services Act. Members serve for four years, representing various constituencies, and also comprise the
State Advisory Council on Libraries for the federal Library Services and Technology Act. The mission of the
California Library Services Board is to foster lifelong learning by ensuring that all Californians have free and
convenient access to all library resources and services. The California Library Services Board values literacy,
cooperation, diversity, service to the underserved, and access. Promote the importance of reading and the skills
needed by individuals to participate fully in society. Encourage the sharing of resources and collaboration
among libraries and other government agencies, organizations, and diverse community groups. Support
programs and services that reflect the diverse population of California. Service to the underserved: Strengthen
equitable distribution of resources and services to any population segment, regardless of economic status and
other circumstances, whose needs are not adequately met by traditional library services patterns. Affirm the
principles of equitable access to resource across library systems through local control, local financing, and
resource sharing. Bernardo resides in Visalia, California. She was appointed November 4, , and reappointed on
June 13, and on January 11, Her term expires on January 1, Bernardo is the law library director of the Tulare
County Public Law Library, a position she has held since She has served as president and vice president of
the California Library Services Board, and as its legislative committee chair and board liaison to the
Legislative and Advocacy Committee of the California Library Association. She was on the Board of
Directors of the Visalian Friends of the Fox Theatre, and as the general manager of the Tulare County
Symphony , the orchestra was recognized by the California Arts Council, the National Endowment for the
Arts, completed an international tour, and commissioned and premiered works by American composers. She
was appointed on January 14, , and reappointed on January 7, Maghsoudi is currently the Director of Library
Services of Whittier Public Library, a position she has held since Maghsoudi is a board member of the Hodge
Foundation. She was appointed on March 29, Buenafe has been the principal librarian in the Office of
Correctional Education at the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation since Buenafe is a
member of the California Library Association. Christmas lives in Riverside, California. He was appointed on
June 20, , and reappointed on January 7, His term expires on January 1, Prior to that position he served as
county librarian for Riverside County from to He also worked as a library manager and reference librarian for
the City of Pomona, City of Riverside, Mt. Christmas served from to as an enlisted member of the United
States Cost Guard. Christmas operated a successful government consulting business for several years. He
previously served eight years on the Board of Library Trustees for the City of Riverside including two terms
as President. He was appointed on June 20, , and reappointed on January 11, Ibanez has served in several
positions at Loyola Law School, Los Angeles since , including manager of library computer services and
computer resources center assistant and has been an adjunct professor at Pasadena City College since He was
an adjunct professor for the Loyola Marymount University, Asian Pacific American Studies Program from to
and a communications and hardware support specialist at Ashton Tate-Borland International from to Ibanez
was a personal computer support specialist at Citizen American Inc. This position does not require Senate
confirmation and there is no compensation. Ibanez is a Democrat. He was appointed June 1, , and reappointed
on January 7, Mindnich has been president of the Braille Institute since , where he was executive vice
president from to He was an executive intern at the U. Veterans Initiative from to and a clinical social work
intern at St. Mindnich was managing director at BlackRock Inc. She was appointed on September 17, , and
reappointed on January 7, Williams retired from Petaluma City Schools in June, Williams has a B. She blogs
for Knowledge Quest on topics relating to School Libraries: She was appointed February 19, , and her term
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expires January 1, Huguenin is currently the chair of the Democratic National Committee â€” Western States
Region, a position she has held since Diablo Unified District from to She was appointed October 25, and
reappointed January 1, Her term expires January 1, Martinez is committed to increasing socio-economic and
educational opportunities for under-resourced communities. She runs her own consulting practice providing
public affairs, community outreach and strategic planning services to diverse clients. Prior to launching her
consulting practice in , Ms. Martinez began her career in Washington, D. She was appointed April 14, , and
reappointed in January Murguia is President and Co-Founder of the Humboldt Library Foundation since ; she
was recipient of the distinguished Helen Everett Award in in recognition of twenty-five years of work on
behalf of the public library. She was a member and key fundraiser for the Humboldt County Library
Construction Advisory Committee â€” , a local organization formed to raise funds to construct a new Main
Library for the Humboldt County Public Library system. Murguia retired in April as a District Representative
for Congressman Mike Thompson, a position she held since Box , Sacramento, CA
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6: Chinatown/Him Mark Lai :: San Francisco Public Library
In the following document you will find the University of California systemwide policy governing access to Berkeley
Library collections by external users. This policy was prompted by supplemental language in the Budget Bill for ,
requesting that the University conduct a review of its policies.

About this document In the following document you will find the University of California systemwide policy
governing access to Berkeley Library collections by external users. This policy was prompted by supplemental
language in the Budget Bill for , requesting that the University conduct a review of its policies on fees for
external users of its libraries and specifically exempt California public school certificated employees from
payment of such fees. The Policy incorporates this exemption. Several other changes to the pre-existing policy
on access by external users were made at the same time. This policy refers to the general concept that
Berkeley Libraries are to be used by non-campus patrons primarily as a "library of last resort". In order to
mount this document to the world wide web, some changes in format were required, although modifications
were kept to a minimum. Corrections were also made to typographical errors which appeared in the original.
Background In providing services to citizens of California who are not affiliated with the University, the
Berkeley libraries are guided by specific State laws and University policies. The Donahoe Act of states that:
The university may make reasonable provision for the use of its library and research facilities by qualified
members of the faculties of other institutions of public higher education in this State. Current University
policy states that: The mission of the University library system is to facilitate scholarship, research, and
developments based on the utilization of knowledge. The library system is an integral part of the educational
process. It is essential to the quality of the intellectual and cultural life of the University in particular and to
the citizens of the State in general. A secondary function of the University library system is to furnish
interinstitutional support for academic programs in other institutions of higher learning in California, both
public and private. A further function of the University library system is to serve as a resource for other users
throughout the State, region, and nation, subject to such limitations as may be necessary to insure that its
primary function can be discharged effectively. Berkeley Extension faculty and students are not necessarily
extended library privileges. Each Berkeley campus library may negotiate a separate agreement with its
Extension division which defines the conditions under which the collection can be used. First, they may obtain
Berkeley library materials by requesting them through the California academic, public, school, or special
libraries that they normally use. Berkeley libraries, serving as "libraries of last resort," accept interlibrary
lending requests to supply needed materials that are not held by other California libraries. Each Berkeley
library also works with other libraries in its region and throughout the State to establish cooperative
agreements for the sharing of collections and services. The University actively participates with other library
organizations in the State in order to improve and extend resource sharing arrangements for all types of
libraries in California. In addition to requesting materials through their local libraries, the general public, in
most cases, may use the collections of the Berkeley libraries within the library building. The public also may
register as external users for the privilege of borrowing Berkeley library materials for use outside the library.
This privilege is governed by the provisions in the following sections. Faculty and librarians from accredited
institutions of higher education in California; Current members of any Berkeley alumni association;
Individuals covered by reciprocal or special agreements with institutions and agencies, including University
support groups and other affiliated organizations; Immediate family over age 18 of Berkeley faculty and staff;
and Certificated employees of California public schools. Fees Following are fees for external users:
7: Asian Libraries in Melbourne (ALIM)
The UC San Diego Libraries will contribute thousands of volumes from its East Asian language collections and from its
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International Relations & Pacific Studies Library, in such diverse subject areas as history, literature, public policy and
economics.

8: The 50 Most Amazing College Libraries - College Rank
The language collections are Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese. Additionally, the branch has an Asian
Interest collection in English focusing specifically on Asia, Asian heritage, culture, and history, an Asian American
Experience collection, and Asian immigrant history.

9: Judy Yung - Wikipedia
The high correlation between languages commonly spoken in a state, and the languages commonly found within that
state's public library collections suggests that public libraries are not homogenous, but in many ways reflect the
characteristics and interests of local communities.
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